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Abstract
Functional programming is the most popular declarative style of programming.
Its lack of state leads to an increase of programmers' productivity and software
robustness. Clojure is a very effective Lisp dialect, but it misses a solid
embedded database implementation. A store is a proposed embedded database
engine for Clojure that helps to deal with the problem of the inevitable state by
mostly functional, minimalistic interface, abandoning SQL and tight integration
with Clojure as a sole query and data-processing language.
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1 Introduction
Functional programming languages and functional programming style in
general have been gaining a growing attention in the recent years. Lisp
created by John McCarthy and specified in [8] is the oldest functional programming language. Some of its flavors (dialects, as some say [9]) are still in
use today. Common Lisp was the first ANSI standardized Lisp dialect [13]
and Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) was probably the first ANSI standardized object oriented programming language [14]. Apart from its outstanding features as a Common Lisp subset.
Various Lisps were used in artificial intelligence [11] and to some extent
the language comes from AI labs and its ecosystem. Common Lisp was used
as the language of choice by some AI tutors, like Peter Norvig (in [10]). But
the whole family of languages address general problems in computer science,
not only these in AI.
John Backus argues [3] that the functional style is a real liberation from the
traditional imperative languages and their problems. Many other scientists and
famous programmers confirm the fact of really hard to solve issues in programming related to C language features and it's derivatives. Coders at Work
[12] by Peter Seibel are one of the sources of vital examples. Abelson and
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Sussman in Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs [9] describe
in details two formal models behind computational processes, namely the
functional model based on the λ-calculus by Alonzo Church [2] and the environmental model in which the notion of state, variable and environmental
bindings are being introduced. The environmental model corresponds to the
original idea of universal computational machines made by A.M. Turing [1].
The functional model is founded on the notion of pure first-class functions.
The notion of state as stated by Backus in [3] has been considered after
him by many as the major cause of hard to solve problems appearing in the
concurrent programming and in critical robust systems programming in general. This was and still is one of the reasons why functional languages like
ML, Haskell [5] and Lisp, of course, are so adequate in some kinds of applications [4].
Development of purely functional programming style forced the development of effective persistent data structures. Works by Okasaki [6] and Bagwell [7] opened the way for languages like Clojure created by Rich Hickey
[16, 15] to introduce software transactional memory as the most robust
known way to eliminate concurrency problems emerging from using the state
and variables in places where the ideal stateless functional style must be omitted.
Apart from that Clojure is a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) language. It offers full interoperability with Java and its libraries. That makes it a very interesting choice for people who want to write the mainstream software in a
unique, robust way. Applying this language to solve common day-to-day programming problems as well as scientific ones requires having a solid database
solution, including an embedded database.

2 Forces, environment and requirements
The idea to create an embedded database storage engine emerged from the
author's previous works on complex software systems like the design patterns
instances recognition tool described in PhD thesis [19]. There was also an
embedded db – the repository – capable of storing database items [18]. Alas
this successful solution has some severe limitations. The most important one
is the static nature of Java (in terms of the system type) for which the repository was originally created. It practically closes any possible discussion on
whether to use it or not in Clojure, as any Lisp, the classic dynamically typed
system.
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2.1 Embedded database
As stated in [17], for many research and production applications, an ideal
database would have at least these characteristics:
- ability to manage thousands millions of objects, including complex ones,
- robustness
- resistance for heavy loads
- scalability due to large datasets
- tight integration with a high level programming language
- simple and expressive API
The integration with a programming language is of a special importance
because of two reasons. First of all, it allows the programmer to omit using
SQL and to go directly into coding the application logic and database queries
using only one, native language. We avoid unnecessary programming languages diversity here. The other reason is the performance issue; separating
application logic and database operations logic leads to a natural loss of performance. Database and application communication channel is the bottleneck
here.
These requirements and considerations caused an immediate observation
that choosing an embedded solution would be the most reasonable thing to do,
if one thinks about creating a robust and highly scalable storage engine. We
also rely on our previous experiences and research results with the repository
storage engine described above.
2.2 Lack of state and persistence
Using pure procedures and assuming the lack of state as well as the timelessness of the computational model requires solid collections implementation
every collection is immutable. In this model, the procedures that model functions in mathematics are side-effect free. This means that any collection
passed to a procedure will not be modified. If the procedure wants to apply
any modification to the original collection operand, it has to make a defensive
copy of the collection and return this newly created object with all the modifications applied. In the traditional programming languages like Java, C++, Ada
making a memory copy of the original is the only way to go. Unfortunately,
the cost of such an operation is so high that in practice this technique cannot
be applied as a general way of introducing immutability of collections. This is
the major reason for the apparent absence of the idea of immutable collections
in the mentioned languages and also in all languages considered mainstream
programmers' tools.
Clojure takes another approach using so called persistent collections. The
persistent collections are immutable, but they address the problem of pessimistic time and memory behavior by exploiting interesting algorithmic tech85
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niques that are in general based on re-usability and sharing. These were presented in detail in [7] and earlier in [6].
Apart from the idea of persistent collections, the database problems exist.
From now on one should assume that the word persistent holds its original
meaning that refers to storing information in the persistent storages. This is
what this paper really discusses. Unfortunately, in the case of the persistent
storage, no good solutions exist that really could save the programmers from
the notion of state, time and variables. This constatation comes from the characteristics of Turing machine's model underlying every computer; data being
stored on disk to be re-read in the future simply must be written on the “tape”.
And further, writing on the tape of UTM is equal to using a variable and the
assignment operation. It introduces inevitably the notion of state and time.
So there are no effective ways to omit falling into the statefulness when the
databases are being considered. The only way to deal with this annoying problem is trying to remove some inherent pain by solid implementation and tight
and elegant integration with the functional programming languages. Some
approaches like monads [20], have a really great mathematical background
but the way they hide the statefulness may be misleading to some programmers. Our conception assumes using a more traditional, yet powerful and
readable semantic solution.
2.3 Existing solutions
There are several Lisp database solutions. For Clojure there is a contribution library packaged as clojure.contrib.sql. The library offers a very high
level of abstraction different to the traditional relational database interface –
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity). But we seek for an embedded database
solution.
Common Lisp is the most mature technology in this respect. There is a mature and comprehensive module for Allegro Common Lisp (by Franz Inc.)
called Allegro Graph [21]. This database offers a great scalability and tight
language integration and is a base for some established Web 2.0 solutions
provided by the company. Its major deficiency from the research and academic point of view is its commercial character.
When we talk about non-commercial ones, we find Elephant: A Persitent
Object Database for Common Lisp [22]. This is a classic embedded nonrelational database having a solid CL interface built around Common Lisp
Object System. There are two problems in general related to using this database. First of all it is a purely Common Lisp solution, and the second one – it
is CLOS dependent. We search for a slightly more lightweight engine and
Clojure – oriented.
There are also two other ways to deal with the problem in Clojure. The
Apache Derby [24] database may be embedded in the language using seam86
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less Clojure - Java interoperability and the fact that Derby is a Java database.
But Derby is still a traditional relational database with an SQL engine. This in
turn causes the tight db-language integration suffering.
Another, and probably the most interesting alternative is Fleet DB Clojure
binding [23]. This is a very promising attempt to build a very dynamic database framework. It suffers a little bit from the already defined query language
(as stated before we want a “query-language IS the implementation language”
solution) and its major problem is the fact that it's a RAM database.
Finally, we got to the point of specifying the set of the additional design
and implementation requirements:
- The database should not be a relational one.
- Query language is the application logic language.
- Data should be stored on disk, not in the RAM memory.
- Engine should be suitable to store Clojure objects of any kind, except for
lazy collections, which should be converted to non-lazy.
- Finally, some previous experiences with a very effective repository model
and implementation should be used.

3 Design and API
The presented embedded database called Store is built with Berkeley DB
Java Edition [25] as a low-level storage engine. This is a reminiscence of the
previous author's works on the mentioned repository as described in [17], [18]
and [19] . But Store's features relate to the low-level persistence layer only
remotely. The source of its flexibility comes from its architectural design corresponding to the proposed layers of the abstraction described below.
3.1 Layers of abstraction
The following Fig. 1. presents abstraction layers of Store engine together
with the whole Clojure/JVM environment. Custom implemented elements are
marked bold. These layers will be described separately in the following subsections.
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Figure 1. Store engine abstraction layers

3.2 Sequences
They represent named persistent streams of natural numbers. Their role is
to provide unique auto-enumerated key values for stored objects. The basic
construct for referring to a sequence is:
(stored-sequence name start step)

where start is 0 by default and step is 1. If a sequence of the given name
does not exist, it will be created and registered in the engine's internals. An
example use is like:
(gen (stored-sequence :test)) ==> 0
(gen (stored-sequence :test)) ==> 1
(gen (stored-sequence :test)) ==> 2

resulting in 0, 1, 2, 3, … in subsequent calls. Procedure gen is one of a few
side-effect procedures in the whole framework. It returns the next number in
the sequence and “moves” the sequence onto the next value. :test is Clojure
keyword playing a role of the sequence's name.
Another procedure called recent returns the last generated number, but it is
side-effect free; it does not change the sequence's state:
(recent (stored-sequence :test)) ==> 2

In the end, two procedures may be used to delete a sequence or all sequences respectively:
(drop-sequence (stored-sequence :test))
(drop-all-sequences)
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3.3 Indexes
Indexes are the key storage mechanism and the key abstraction. We assume a very simple view on data stored in our databases at this level. Every
index contains pairs of keys and values. There are two types of indexes:
1. Standard indexes. Keys and values are expected to be arrays of bytes and
must be specified when performing data manipulation.
2. Auto-enumerated indexes. Keys are expected to be of type Long (long
integer – java.lang.Long) and values are expected to be arrays of bytes.
When inserting a new value entry, the key is never specified, but the index
itself uses an internally assigned sequence to generate a new key.
Using the mechanism starts with creating a reference to an existing or a
created on demand index. Just like in the case of sequences, the name is the
encouraged way to make a reference.
(index :test)

By default the index is auto-enumerated. It may be specified explicitly by
passing an additional parameter like below:
(index :test :auto)
(index :test true)

On the other hand, it is possible to ensure creating a standard index:
(index :test :non-auto)
(index :test false)

It is worth noting that choosing a selected option (like above) is possible
only when creating a new index, that is requesting for a reference to an index
of a previously not-specified name. When requesting for an existing index, the
additional parameter value has to be omitted or correspond to the original
settings of the selected index. Violating the original settings will cause an
exception.
Indices, in opposition to the sequences, may (but do not have to) be explicitly closed after the use. The close operation is:
(close (index :test))

Another option for the programmers who want to use indexes within a
more idiomatic Clojure use-and-release pattern is using a canonical with-open
macro:
(with-open [i (index :test)]
...)
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This is possible because (index …) is in fact a Java object of a type implementing a close() method.
All indices opened during the application run-time and not closed will be
closed at the system shutdown.
Retrieving value for a given key is possible by calling a method get on the
index reference:
(.get (index :test) <key>)
or in a more Java-ish way:
(.. (index :test) (get <key>))

A similar pattern exists for deleting key-value entry
(.delete (index :test) <key>)
(.. (index :test) (delete <key>))

and for storing (insertion or updates):
(.put (index :test) <key> <value>)
(.. (index :test) (put <key> <value>))

In the case of inserting into an auto-enumerated index, the key must not be
provided, so that the above call reduces to:
(.put (index :test) <value>)
(.. (index :test) (put <value>))

An index may be deleted with all its data very similarly to the described
way of deleting sequences:
(drop-index (index :test))
(drop-all-indices)

3.4 Store: entries and data conversion
Entries and store mechanism are the key way to refer to the data stored in
an index. First of all, there is a Clojure multi-method [16] called entries. The
method always returns a sequence of pairs <key, value> representing index
content:
(entries (index :test))
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When called with and index as an argument, the procedure returns a sequence of pairs each containing the key and value in the form of byte arrays.
It is a very raw, low-level way to the access data.
To make the data to be more programmer-friendly, there exists an abstract
notion of the highest abstraction level, namely store. The store is the most
effective and preferred way to work with the whole database engine. Again,
like in the case of indices, one may refer to a named store giving its name. It
must be mentioned that a store is only a very wrapper around an index of the
same name as the store. The store references may be created in multiple ways:
(store (index :test))
(store :test)

# Refereing to an index
# Refereing to an index by name

When making a reference like above, the resulting store assumes the values in the index may be of any type serializable to Java string and capable of
being read-from-string by the typical Clojure evaluation mechanism. Additionally when passing a name like :test to make a store reference means referring to an auto-enumerated index.
Using conversion to Java string and reading into Clojure object as the default serialization mechanism is enough in most cases, especially when storing
composite Clojure objects: maps, vectors and sets. Nevertheless, sometimes it
is better to specify the type of values or keys to achieve more fine-grained
serialization:
(store <index-or-name> <value-type>) # auto-enumerated
(store <index-or-name> <key-type> <value-type>)

where key-type and value-type belong to one of :str :boolean :byte :short
:char :int :long :float :double :bigint :bitset.
For example
(store (index :test :non-auto) :str :bigint)

creates a store around a standard non-auto-enumerated index to map
strings onto java.lang.BigInteger objects. The same effect may be achieved by
(store :test :str :bigint)

Finally
(entries (store :test :str :bigint))

now makes a sequence of pairs <String, BigInteger>. There are also two
convenience procedures to convert pairs into the more object-oriented form.
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(itemize (entries (store ...)))
Returns a sequence of items {:id key, :data value}.
And further
(vectorize (entries (store ...)))

produces a sequence of vectors [key value].
3.5 Resource management
It is one of the key issues when creating a robust database API to provide
a clean and easy to use resource management interface. In Store there is a
simple doclean macro. Calling entries results in opening a database cursor in
the implementation layer. And this call must be done in a body of (doclean
…) form:
(doclean (entries (store ...))
(doclean (entries (index ...))

Omitting doclean causes an immediate signal:
Entries may be accessed only in a clean-up context.
[Thrown class java.lang.IllegalStateException]

So there is no place for the programmer to introduce a resource leak. The
macro evaluates its body and returns a result – the value of its last expression.
This is a classic Lisp behavior. Moreover, it releases all the database cursors
opened inside the body immediately after returning the result. doclean is exception-safe.
In the end, it should be noted that the pattern is a common mechanism for
our Clojure extension library (it belongs to the custom core namespace).
3.6 Transactions
Currently there is no transactional interface in the Store engine. It may be
added in the future because Store's implementation uses the low-level storage
engine that fully supports transactions.

4 Implementation
The abstraction layers of Store were implemented using trusty, open and
free technology.
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The low-level storage engine behind Clojure is Oracle Berkeley DB Java
Edition [25]. It is the same storage engine as the one used when implementing
the mentioned repository [17], [18]. The engine is known for an excellent
performance and reliability [26], [27]. It also supports transactions, making it
possible to implement transactional API for Store in the near future.
Most parts of Store were implemented in Clojure. Few elements were
moved to the Java level of implementation. It was mostly on the Clojure Berkeyey DB surface.

5 Applications and observed performance
There was one major application using Store. It was an attempt to build a
Wikipedia graph representation for some future research. The experiment was
performed on a single PC machine running common low-cost hardware (2
cores, 2 GHz, 2MB RAM, HDD 5400 rpm, Ubuntu Linux). The experiment
ended with 130 thousands of Wikipedia nodes indexed and over 20 million
of edges. Visiting each node by an algorithm, including full deserialization
takes 15-17 s. Also counting all edges takes 15-20 s. This is very optimistic
time, even for the languages considered more performance-oriented.
The whole process of parsing Wikipedia pages and building all dependencies took about 70 hours. Inserting data into the database was no bottleneck.
The decisive points in terms of the performance were the Internet communication (grabbing the Wikipedia web pages), parsing and some AI algorithms.
During that time both algorithms (implemented also in Clojure) and Store
were behaving perfectly well. There were no observable leaks of any resources (memory nor db cursors).

6 Conclusion
The presented embedded storage engine for the Clojure programming language offers a great scalability and robustness. It may be used both in research
projects and in the industrial applications. Supposedly it may become the first
step towards creating a more stateless solution exploiting Software Transactional Memory. Up till it helped to build a performance- and stabilitydemanding research application and this is its best showcase as a productionready solution.
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